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OECD – Assessment and Comparison 

The OECD is conducting an audit of our system
on behalf of the Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Affairs and the Ministry of 
Universities, Industry and Innovation 
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To promote research and development and to improve 
the competitive conditions of innovative enterprises 
by granting them the right to tax deductions for the 
cost of innovative projects.

For whom?
Companies that are owners* of research or development projects.

- Universities and institutions are not considered companies within the meaning of this Act. 
- Companies that have financial problems fall outside the scope of this Act.

* Owners of intellectual property rights resulting from the project.  
Subsidiaries that are liable to tax in Iceland enjoy the same rights even if intellectual property rights are registered  
with the parent company (confirmed by FJR Nov 2020)

Introduction Video  ->Kynningarmyndband

-> https://www.rannis.is/sjodir/atvinnulif/skattfradrattur/kynningarmyndbond/

The objective
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https://youtu.be/n3S2GWW_Cuo
https://www.rannis.is/sjodir/atvinnulif/skattfradrattur/kynningarmyndbond/


• In May 2020, Althingi passed a provision for Covid-
19 that a 35% reimbursement rate on eligible 
costs up to a maximum of mISK 1,100 in the case 
of SMEs, but 25% in the case of large enterprises 
in the due years 2021 and 2022 (based on 
operating years 2020 and 2021).

• Althingi extended this provisions on 15 June 2022 
with the amendment that the maximum cost for 
calculating deductions from the levied income tax 
in 2023 shall be a total of mISK 1,000, of which 
that amount up to mISK 200 may be counted for 
purchased research or development work 
pursuant to Article 6 of the Act.

Reimbursement rate and maximum cost level 2022
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• The Ministry of Finance has requested Rannís to reassert applicants in 
connection with Act No. 152/2009 that: Two or more legal entities may be 
considered one business entity with respect to the application of state aid rules, 
and in this case, the business unit is considered the “enterprise” (company) to be 
considered. The assessment of whether legal entities are connected in this way is 
subject to issues such as controlling holdings and other operational, financial and 
organizational ties as specified in the annex to GBER referred to in the Act.

• It is not enough to look at the operational form of a party as it would otherwise 
be decided by point 3. Article 3 of the Act, which refers to the Income Tax Act, 
i.e., Points 1 and 3. Article 2(1) of that Act. The state aid system applies its 
support to European law as provided for in the legal documents of the Act and 
referred to in Article 15(1) of the GDPR. The concept of a company will be in 
accordance with being interpreted as an economic unit when assessing the 
maximum amounts.

• See in this regard also guidelines from the European Commission on the provision 
of aid based on GBER:

• „In accordance with the case law, an undertaking is defined as a single economic 
entity having a common source of control. Therefore, if the group acts as a single 
economic unit, it shall be considered as one undertaking and the economic 
situation of all the legal persons part of the group shall be considered when 
granting aid under the GBER.“

Definition of the term “enterprise” (company)

Roof is 1,000 mISK. valid for
the group as a whole,  if other
companies within the same 
corporate group apply for tax 

deduction r&d-projects.
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• According to Act No. 152/2009, the size of companies can affect various assumptions regarding tax deductions for 
research and development costs.  It is therefore important that the undertakings are properly registered in this 
classification in accordance with the EU/ESA definitions on which the laws in question are based.   In this regard, it 
affects whether the company is part of a larger group or not.  Incorrect registration can cause unnecessary 
inconvenience and back billing if you need to change it after the mark-up is in place.  

• In order to remove any doubt and misconceptions about the company's size classification, Rannís proposes that 
applicants go through self-assessment/calculations to verify the correct size classification of the company.  The 
correct definition and procedures for verification of the size of the company can be obtained on the below web 
links, if there is doubt that the company is classified as small, medium-sized or large. 

• Sjá: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/SME-Wizard/smeq.do;SME_SESSION_ID=-
Htf6IFHqwMX519fzXKtjEx3JRfLJ3dMCQISrxAqTDaI-1hgk2ON!245382482?execution=e1s1

• It is also worth studying the EU/ESA definition of SME on the EU website.

• https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/42921/attachments/1/translations/

• If your self-assessment leads you to believe that the company is still falling into the category of SMEs, Rannís 
requests that you submit your self-assessment/calculation result as an attachment to section 2.2 of the application 
for verification, along with confirmation by the company's auditor. 

• If you conclude that the company classification needs to be changed to "large", it is enough that you change the 
application to Rannís application system, without further explanation. 

The concept of a small and medium-sized enterprise (SME)
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https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/SME-Wizard/smeq.do;SME_SESSION_ID=-Htf6IFHqwMX519fzXKtjEx3JRfLJ3dMCQISrxAqTDaI-1hgk2ON!245382482?execution=e1s1
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/42921/attachments/1/translations/


Research: Structured research or important observations aimed at promoting new 
knowledge and skills in developing new products, processes or services or leading to 
significant improvements to existing products, processes or services. They involve 
the creation of components in complex systems and may include the construction of 
prototypes in laboratory environments or environments with UI simulations of 
existing systems and also experimental projects, when necessary for research 
purposes and in particular due to general verification of technology.

Development: The acquisition, consolidation, formulation and use of existing 
scientific, technical, commercial and other practical knowledge and skills for the 
purpose of developing new or improved products, processes or services. This may 
include activities aimed at defining an idea, planning and documenting of new 
products, processes or services. Developments may include the design of a 
prototype, the type of sample version, the implementation of a pilot project, testing 
and verifying new or improved products, processes or services in an environment 
characteristic of actual processing conditions where the primary objective is to 
make further technical improvements to unfulfilled products, processes or 
services. This may also be the development of a marketable prototype or pilot 
project, when such a prototype is inevitably the final market product as the 
production of it is too costly to be used solely for promotion and to verify its 
properties.

The concepts of research and development have the following meanings*:

* Regulation  nr. 758/2011, support for innovative companies
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https://skattalagasafn.rsk.is/?reg=758.2011.0


Cost of activities that are inherently part of the general operation of undertakings 
is not deductable - including following: 

a. Normal or periodic changes to goods, services, production lines, production processes, 
existing services or other ongoing operations, even if such changes may result in 
improvements.

b. Improvements and changes in a company's products, services or production processes, in the 
absence of the development of new knowledge, new skills or the utilization of existing 
knowledge in new ways.

c. Training and rehabilitation.

d. Marketing activities and marked research

e. Installation or adaptation of purchased equipment and devices.

f. Set up a production process.

g. Acquisition, construction or renovation of real estate, vehicles, ships or aircraft.

h. Mapping or searching for mines, natural resources or similar, except in the case of the 
development of new or better methods or technologies.

i. Funding of collaborative projects without the active participation of all partners in the project.

j. Supervision, quality evaluation and certification of the current production and supply of goods 
and services.

k. Obtaining and protecting patents.

l. Pursuant to the EEA Agreement, it is not permissible to support (subsidize) contractual r&d 
projects paid by a particular buyer, (thus considered the owner of the project). 
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• Companies apply for confirmation of a research or 
development project to Rannís.

• Companies that receive confirmation of research or 
development projects are entitled to deduct income tax.

------

• Companies account for the costs of a tax report to RSK (RSK 
4.21) and the auditor must confirm the settlement.

• If the levied income tax is lower than the determined 
deduction, or a legal entity is not determined income tax, 
the deduction is paid out.

You need to apply for each project individually!

Two step process
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Project approvement

Rannís determines whether a project will be confirmed 
pursuant to this Act: 

The condition for a project to be confirmed is that it constitutes a 
research or development project under this Act:

1. The project is an R&D project.

2. An idea that a value-added product/service and business plan 
are well defined.

3. Data shows that at least ISK 1 million will be spent on research 
and development over a 12-month period.

4. Employees have training, education or experience in the field on 
which an idea for value-added goods or services is based.
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Application deadlines

✓ New applications – until October 1st.
✓ Continuation project – until April 1st.
✓ Note! You can apply for a continuation project in the form of a 

new project up to and including 1 October.  

https://www.rannis.is/sjodir/atvinnulif/skattfradrattur/
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Survey to evaluate impact and tax footprint 

Concurrent with the application process, applicants who have not done 
so before must fill out a separate excel document aimed at evaluate the 
results of this government support operation in the period 2010-2020. 
The intention is to collect data on the impact and tax footprint of the 
research and development projects that have enjoyed tax deductions 
during this period. The document (for each company) must be updated 
with each new application deadline.  However, companies that are 
applying for the first time do not need to submit this data.

We hope that those companies that have enjoyed tax deductions for 
research and development projects in recent years will see their benefit 
in participating in this survey with us,  to enable us to draw the clearest 
picture of the benefits this support has brought, both for the companies 
and the Treasury.

At Rannís we strive to process this data in the best possible way.   Last 
year, 3 promotional videos were made with the success stories of 
companies based on the data submitted.

https://www.rannis.is/sjodir/atvinnulif/skattfradrattur/kynningarmyndbond/See promotional videos here: ->
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https://f.io/OS1Gj9IZ
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Data collection to evaluate the impact (tax footprint) of projects that have received tax deductions for r&d 2010-2020

Survey to evaluate impact and tax footprint of supported  projects 
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https://www.rannis.is/sjodir/atvinnulif/skattfradrattur/
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https://en.rannis.is/funding/research/tax-deduction-for-research-and-development

https://www.rannis.is/sjodir/atvinnulif/skattfradrattur/
https://en.rannis.is/funding/research/tax-deduction-for-research-and-development


RSK also have tax deductions for stock options

Administrated by RSK   
https://www.skatturinn.is/

https://www.skatturinn.is/einstaklingar/tekjur-og-fradrattur/hlutabrefafradrattur/

For the company

• A share capital increase in a company can amount to a maximum of ISK 2,000 million. If 
a company is part of a group of companies, the maximum reaches the group.

• The company does not have more than 25 employees work for the company and its 
annual turnover is less than ISK 650 million and/or balance sheet is less than ISK 650 
million. If a company is part of a group of companies, the group shall be targeted based 
on the consolidated financial statements.

• The Company demonstrates that the value of the share capital increase will be allocated 
in the interests of its business activities. If the Company has not commenced trading 
activities, a minimum of 30% of the value shall be used for research or development.

For the private investor.

• Deductions can amount to up to 50% of investment in capital increase in share capital 
increase in companies that have been confirmed. However, the deduction can amount to 
up to 75% of investment in capital increase in the calendar years 2020 through 2024.

• Deductions are calculated from the income tax base and/or capital gains tax base.
• The maximum allowance for investment is ISK 10,000,000 for an individual. The 

maximum deduction is ISK 5,000,000 per person (double for married couples). In the 
calendar years 2020 through 2024 (mark-up years 2021 to 2025), however, the deduction 
allowance is a maximum of ISK 15,000,000 for an individual and a maximum deduction 
of ISK 11,250,000 (double for married couples).

Tax deduction for stock options

https://www.skatturinn.is/einstaklingar/tekjur-og-fradrattur/hlutabrefafradrattur/


Davíð Lúðvíksson
david@rannis.is

Thank you ! 
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